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Mantos, Unmasked
By Russell C. Leong

“I exchange one face for another, not knowing that I have always lived in the
same body.”

Russell C. Leong is the author of “Rough Notes for Mantos,” published in Aiiieeeee!
under the pseudonym Wallace Lin. Leong was born in Chinatown, San Francisco.
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To come out as the author of “Rough Notes for Mantos” unmasked as a
gay person of color for the 45th anniversary of the publication of Aiiieeeee! I share
“Donkey Room, Human Room,” an as yet unpublished poem. “Donkey Room”
is about the melding of sexuality and spirituality, whenever and wherever she, or
he, may find it.1
Ironically, because there is at least one gay person “outed” in this
landmark anthology, it softens the accusations that the editors were exclusionary
of women, closed to gender differences, and so forth. Indeed, Shawn Wong had
originally wanted the story “Phoenix Eyes” (later to become the lead story of my
book) but I demurred then and substituted “Rough Notes for Mantos” instead,
more oblique, less obviously gay. (Remember that to be an Asian American
activist in the 1960s you were also surrounded by Chinatown paternalism, and
the Chinese and Cuban political ideology of the time that saw homosexuality as
bourgeois and part of the decadent class. How could one “serve the people” and
service a man at the same time?! There were also familial considerations.
Indeed, I garnered my understanding of gender and desire not from Asian
American writers or activists (there were few gay or lesbian ones), but mostly
from European, Japanese, and American writers including James Baldwin, Jean
Genet, Cavafy, Marguerite Duras, Yukio Mishima, Alberto Moravia, Jean
Cocteau, and others. Though their desire was unmasked in their writing, mine
remained hidden for far too long. I sorely lacked, and needed, confidence.
So the fact of the editors including a gay person in this early collection is
commendable. However, for many gay, lesbian, bisexual, or transgendered folks
of color in the 1960s, ‘70s, and ‘80s—and perhaps even today, their alternative
sexual orientation was not culturally, politically, or ideologically acceptable or
viable in daily life. Karen Buenavista Hanna, in a recent issue of CUNY FORUM
(2018), published a ground-breaking essay on gay and lesbian Filipino American
activists during the anti-Marcos period. Sometimes, as she points out, there were
conflicts over political and sexual allegiances; like oil and water, at times the two
could not blend.
There are other examples in film, creative and scholarly works, and
documentaries that explore the tenuous positions of queer Asian and Pacific
Americans in the latter part of the 20th century. Two early anthologies, in
particular, Asian American Sexualities (Routledge, 1996) edited by Russell Leong,
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The author would like to thank the four editors of Aiiieeeee! and colleague King-Kok Cheung for their
support. This essay is dedicated to my father, Charles Leong, who was the first Asian editor of San Jose
State’s daily college paper in the 1930s. Leong, born in Watsonville and educated at Stanford, was a
pioneer journalist and publisher both in China and the US from the 1940s through the 1970s.
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and Q & A : Queer in Asian America (Temple, 1998) edited by David Eng and Alice
Hom, helped pave the way for academic inclusion within Asian American
Studies, women studies, and queer studies curriculum. A more recent example
is King-Kok Cheung’s essay, “Art, Spirituality, and the Ethic of Care: Alternative
Masculinities in Chinese American Literature,” (Masculinity Studies & Feminist
Theory, ed. Judith Kegan Gardiner, 2002) which examines works by Shawn Hsu
Wong, Li-young Lee, and myself.
With the third edition of Aiiieeeee! I hope that readers and teachers can
better understand the racial and political pressures the all-male editors felt, and
also the urgency to stand up and define a newer, less encumbered type of Asian
American manhood and masculinity.
Almost fifty years later, the compass of gender and sexuality has shifted,
to include women of all orientations, peoples of color and of mixed racial and
ethnic descent, and even gay Asian American men, who evince an alternative
type of masculinity, shorn of both traditional Western or Eastern paternalistic
proclivities.
Thus, the re-publication of the anthology, with a new contextual preface
by Fickle, should be seen as pioneering, even radical, in its thought and
language, no less radical than Aiiieeeee! in the late ‘70s. Whatever forms of
sexuality implied or expressed by the various writers’ stories, we must now see
them as part of the “donkey room, human room” ––the realm of consciousness,
of flesh and freedom, of motion and emotion that we all share.
The following poem is based on a stone seal, “Donkey Room,” that the
Chinese painter Bada Shanren (1626-1708) used to sign some of his paintings. It
is said the artist had dozens of seals, literary names which he utilized not to
disguise his identity, but to extend his consciousness. LGBTQ writers, in a
similar vein, help to delineate and extend our consciousness of being, and
coming into our own in the 2lst century.
To be yellow or brown is simply not enough: we must out-speak our
sexualities in order to be fully human, to be fully awake, to freely saunter: to
break the chains of tradition and to hear iron links clatter to the ground. With
this poem, I also share a recent self-portrait: “Mantos, Unmasked.” Using India
ink and tempera watercolor on Japanese board, I’ve added the Chinese
characters, which, translated, mean, “Heaven and Earth, (Self) Liberation.” I was
perhaps also influenced by protests during the past few months for democratic
reform in Hong Kong, noting that one of its organizers, activist Jimmy Sham,
was brutally attacked and beaten by unidentified thugs for both his queer
identity and community politics.
In this particular Hong Kong example, and there are many others around
the world, sexual orientation, post-colonial politics, and culture converge on the
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global human rights platform on which we are standing––as brown bodies in
action.

DONKEY ROOM, HUMAN ROOM
In the donkey room
Smell of flesh and money leads me on
Even the bit cannot stop my nose
And mouth from quivering
Smell of cunt and cock and the cold
Whiff of gold bracelets and anklets
Around my slavish mind

In the donkey room
Body casts a four-legged shadow on the wall
And dances on the floor
I am animal by nature

In the human room
Smell of flesh and money still leads me on
My tongue quivers even after
I have been sentenced to this cell
Of Birth and decay

Yet as gold bracelets
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And anklets fall away from bone
The beautiful slave is now free to leave

In the human room
Body casts a two-legged shadow on the wall
And dances on the floor
I am human by nature

Donkey room human room
Wherever I find myself
I exchange one face for another
Not knowing that I have always lived
In the same body
Same flesh same freedom
Same second same season
First nature

second nature

All nature Buddha nature
Donkey room human room.

(Revised for the 45th anniversary of Aiiieeeee!: Los Angeles and Taipei, 1998,
2020)
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Caption: Translation of “Donkey Room” by Prof. Zhang Ziqing, Nanjing University.
Handwritten note about response of young Chinese poets.
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